
PERIODIC TEST - 2
Class VII SCIENCE Time : 1 hr

SET - A Marks : 30

I. Multiple Choice Questions 4 × 1 = 4

1. Which method is used to prevent rusting?

a) Galvanisation b) Crystallisation c) Sedimentation d) None of these

2. Which of the following statements is incorrect for Penguins?

a) They huddle together c) They have webbed feet

c) They cannot swim d) They have streamlined body

3. Pick the odd one out the following.

a) Monsoon b) Typhoon c) Hurricane d) Cyclone

4. Which one doesn’t cause erosion of soil?

a) Deforestation b) Floods c) Overgazing d) Fragmentation of rocks

II. Very Short Answer 3 × 1 = 3

5. Name the gas, evolved when a pinch of baking soda is added to Vinegar.

6. Which of the two changes frequently, weather or climate?

7. How are the tall buildings protected from lightning?

III. Short Answer Type-I 3 × 2 = 6

8. When are the maximum and minimum temperatures likely to occur during the day?

9. Why do leaves of trees, flags and flutter when the wind is blowing?

10. How would you show that setting of curd is a chemical change?

IV. Short Answer Type-II 3 × 3 = 9

11. A student took a solution of copper sulphate in a beaker and put a clean iron nail into

it and left it for about an hour.

a) What changes do you expect?

b) Are these changes chemical in nature?

c) Write a word equation for the chemical change, if any.

12. a) How can you calculate the rate of percolation of water in soil?

b) What is soil profile? Name the layers found in soil profile.

13. What can be understood by the term ‘migration’? Give an example of a living organism

which shows this phenomenon.

V. Long Answer Type 2 × 4 = 8

14. Explain how cyclones can cause tremendous loss to life and property.

15. What is meant by soil erosion? What are its various causes and harms? How it can

be checked? In which areas soil erosion is more severe?
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PERIODIC TEST - 2
Class VII SCIENCE Time : 1 hr

SET - B Marks : 30

I. Multiple Choice Questions 4 × 1 = 4

1. Galvanisation is a process used to prevent the rusting of which of the following?

a) Zinc b) Copper c) Aluminium d) Iron

2. Which one is not the part of the weather report?

a) Humidity b) Temperature c) Rainfall d) Pressure

3. Choose the device used to measure the atmospheric pessure.

a) Voltameter b) Anemometer c) Barometer d) Thermometer

4. Availability of water and minerals in the soil for maximum absorption by roots in the

a) B-horizon b) C-horizon c) A-horizon d) Surface of soil

II. Very Short Answer Type 3 × 1 = 3

5. Give an example of a chemical change which occurs by the action of heat.

6. Name the unit in which rainfall is measured.

7. What is the name given to the winds which blow off from the Indian Ocean during

summer?

III. Short Answer Type-I 3 × 2 = 6

8. Write two common adaptive features of a polar bear which help in keeping it warm.

9. Explain why, holes are made in hanging banners and hoarding.

10. Why are the tools and machine parts made of iron smeared with grease or oil?

IV. Short Answer Type-II 3 × 3 = 9

11. When a candle burns, both physical and chemical changes take place. Identify these

changes. Give another example of a familiar process in which both the chemical and

physical changes take place

12. a) Give the formula to calculate the moisture content of a soil sample.

b) 200 grams of a soil is taken and dried completely in bright sunshine. The mass

of dried soil is found to be 170 grams. Calculate the percentage of water (or

moisture) present in the given sample of soil.

13. What characteristics of polar bear possesses for  (i)  Protecting them from predators?

ii) Protecting them from extreme cold?   (iii)  Avoiding getting over heated?

V. Long Answer Type 2 × 4 = 8

14. With the help of a flow chart explain the creation of storms and cyclone.

15. Why is soil erosion relatively less in dense forests as compared to barren open fields?


